Stop the War Now!

IMPEACH BUSH
FOR WAR CRIMES!
Help raise the stakes in Washington DC on January 27

Come not just to protest – but to organize the unorganized for a movement to drive
George Bush from office. Join World Canʼt Wait in putting impeachment on the table.
After millions voted against this war in the last
election, George Bush has a dramatic and risky
plan to escalate and expand the conflict. Bush
speaks openly about war for a generation, while
torture is openly practiced in military camps.
Spreading the war to Africa and Iran, while
normalizing surveillance, torture and a culture of
fear – the world can’t wait two more years for an
election that may not even stop them. There is no
way an administration that has committed war
crimes should remain in office.
We don’t need a new consensus: we need to
drive this man out of power. We must repudiate
everything Bush stands for and turn back the
damage he has done. Join World Can’t Wait in
Washington, DC to raise the concrete, possible

Hook Up in DC
Meet: Saturday, Jan. 27
9 a.m. at 4th St. and Madison Dr.

...at the edge of the Mall, across from the National Gallery
of Art east building. This is a 5-block walk down the hill from
Union Station (Red line Metro stop) and about the same
distance from the Smithsonian stop (Orange & Blue line).

Protest: 11 a.m. on the National Mall
March begins at 1 p.m.
goal for 2007: Impeach Bush for War Crimes!
Call now to get involved, to find out about
buses to DC, and how you can help put impeachment on the table... or turn it over!

FIND hundreds of new organizers and enlist them
for immediate political action across the country,
including campus teach-ins and a speaking tour
through February and March.
DISTRIBUTE signs and stickers saying “Impeach
Bush for War Crimes” and “Drive Out the Bush
Regime” along with 100,000 copies of the Call to
Drive Out the Bush Regime. The problem isnʼt a
bad war plan – itʼs the whole package, and thatʼs
a conversation we need to engage.

HELP form a contingent wearing orange jumpsuits
to represent the detainees at Guantanamo Bay, who
can now be legally tortured and denied habeas
corpus under the Military Commissions Act.
The message that “Torture + Silence = Complicity”
needs to be part of the outpouring on Jan. 27.

The World Can’t Wait

DRIVE OUT THE BUSH REGIME

866-973-4463 | email: info@worldcantwait.org | worldcantwait.org

Protesters need to become activists. Activists need to be organizers. Resisting the war means repudiating the whole Bush agenda: IMPEACH!

